Does love in your family
run strong and
deep?
Are you ready to make extra
memories to treasure and keep?

If you are ready to turn more
moments into lifelong memories
then don’t miss out on our exclusive
offer - We have a limited number
of weeks available for purchase at
Mount Amanzi!
Mount Amanzi is where life with the family begins
and love never ends. Why not go on a walk to
remember – put on your walking shoes and grab
your hat and water bottle, because nothing beats a
mountain walk with the family. Explore the beautiful
Magalies Mountains; experience the amazing view
of the Hartbeespoort Dam Wall and discover the
beautiful nature that surrounds our Resort. On
your return to the Resort, we will have a photo of
you and the family on the mountain waiting for you.
Just one more Mount Amazing memory to treasure
long after the holiday is over.
Also surrounding the Resort sunset cruises on the
tranquil waters of “Harties” Dam, helicopter flips,
hot air ballooning, horse riding, the famous De
Wildt Cheetah and Wild Dog Research Centre, an
Elephant Sanctuary and Harties’ Cableway.

Onsite - How about you challenge the
family to a round or two of mini-golf
or “duck” and “dive” on the volleyball
court and treat the family to something
yummy at Old Kitchen? Take a dip in
the pool or just enjoy board games and
a braai at your chalet with the family.
There is plenty for the family to do.
Plenty of love, laughter and happily
ever after!

Some say the greatest legacy you can leave your family are happy memories.

Expand your portfolio a week
or few today; because in the end spending time with the
family is worth every second.
We say what are you waiting for?

Please contact levies@mountamanzi.co.za for more info.

